Introduction
The atomic transaction abstraction originated in the setting of concurrent database processing, and has proved to be successful in the more general setting of data-oriented distributed computing. This notion allows the programmer to specify a collection of elementary data-processing operations that are to be performed \as if" atomically. The collection of operations should be executed either in its entirety or not at all, and the originator of the transaction should be informed as to which of these two has occurred. Moreover, the transaction should appear as if all of its actions occurred at a single moment, without any interruption from other transactions. This transaction semantics should hold in spite of the usual sorts of failures that occur in distributed networks, such as stopped processors and links. A useful extension of the basic notion is to allow transactions to be nested, that is, each transaction can have subtransactions that are themselves to be executed atomically with respect to each other.
The notion of transaction is easy to use in distributed programming, because it permits the programmer to pretend that his/her programs are being executed on a sequential processor. On the other hand, the costs of providing such a clean user interface, in terms of latency and amount of communication, can be high. These costs can often be reduced by careful consideration of exactly which operations need to be performed atomically, and by making appropriate use of information about the data types of the objects.
NANCY LYNCH
It seems to me to be likely that the concept of atomic transaction will turn out to be a useful language construct for multiprocessors as well as distributed systems. This opinion is mostly based on the fact that modern multiprocessors are becoming more and more like distributed systems: their architectures are often based on networks rather than shared memory, and they can be subject to unpredictable timing and failures. Also, many of the applications being run on multiprocessors (e.g., the human genome project) appear to have a data-oriented avor that suggests that transactions will be useful. If so, there is a good deal of work on transaction processing in distributed systems that can be carried over to the new setting to provide a basis for similar work on multiprocessors.
In this paper, I describe a formal framework for describing and reasoning about atomic transactions, including nested transactions. I indicate how this framework is used to specify the correctness conditions that nested transactions are supposed to satisfy, to describe a wide range of implementing algorithms, and to give rigorous proofs that those algorithms are correct. This framework is summarized here from the new book \Atomic Transactions", by Lynch, Merritt, Weihl and Fekete 15] ; this framework was originally designed for reasoning about distributed algorithms, but it is su ciently abstract that it applies directly to multiprocessors as well.
I believe that the correctness notions for nested transactions are su ciently subtle, and the implementing algorithms su ciently complex, that such a formal framework is crucial to the successful construction of transaction-based multiprocessor systems. In particular, it is very likely that clever optimizations for known implementing algorithms will be developed to t them to particular multiprocessor architectures; the formal framework can be used to give precise descriptions of those optimizations and argue why they are correct.
The framework in 15] is based on earlier work on the \classical theory" of database concurrency control, by Bernstein, Hadzilacos and Goodman 2]. That work needed to be extended, however, to allow handling of nested transactions instead of just single-level transactions, and of arbitrary data types instead of just read-write objects. These extensions are important for the construction of e cient implementations for transaction systems.
Formal Model
I begin by describing the formal model that is used for describing the correctness conditions to be satis ed by nested transaction systems, as well as for describing the algorithms used to guarantee these conditions. The model is presented in two steps. First, I describe an underlying automaton model upon which all this work is based, and second, I describe how to model transaction systems using the basic automaton model. ATOMIC TRANSACTIONS FOR MULTIPROCESSOR PROGRAMMING 3 2.1. I/O automata. An important part of the philosophy followed here is that fundamental work on modelling and reasoning about systems should be carried out in terms of a clean and simple semantic model, speci cally, a (not necessarily nite-state) automaton model, rather than in terms of any particular speci cation language, programming language or proof logic. The justi cation for this choice is that the systems are fundamentally mathematical objects, which can be reasoned about using any combination of the tools that mathematics o ers. De ning the systems as automata allows the exibility of using a variety of di erent languages and logics to describe and reason about them.
Because the algorithms to be studied are asynchronous (i.e., they work without any assumptions about relative speeds of the system components), the model that we use is the I/O automaton model of Lynch and Tuttle 16, 17] . Actually, since we only prove safety and not liveness properties, a simple special case of the model su ces. Namely, we only require an automaton to come equipped with a set of states, a nonempty subset of start states, a set of actions, classi ed as input, output or internal actions, and a set of steps. Each step is a triple consisting of a pre-state, an action and a post-state. The interesting behavior of an automaton is described by its set of nite traces (sequences of external actions), and the notion that one automaton implements another is captured by inclusion of the sets of traces. The model has a collection of useful operations de ned, most importantly, parallel composition; these operators have the appropriate substitutivity properties.
Modelling Transaction Systems. The automaton model is used to
describe transaction systems; in fact, an interesting aspect of the modelling is that automata are used to describe all signi cant system components.
In particular, an automaton is used to model each transaction (and each subtransaction). An automaton is also used to model the environment of the system, which is the (possibly human) entity that generates the initial requests to perform top-level transactions. Other automata are used to described the data objects, often encapsulated with object-based concurrency control and recovery protocols. Finally, automata are used to describe other system components such as the scheduler component of a concurrency control protocol, which enforces global constraints on when various operations can be submitted to objects, and when various transactions can be created (i.e., started), committed or aborted. The entire transaction system is then described formally as the parallel composition of the component automata.
More speci cally, a transaction automaton is an automaton T having an input action CREATE(T ), which awakens it, output actions REQUEST-CREATE(T , which report the fate of the child, commit or abort, to the parent transaction (in case of a commit, a return value is also provided), and output actions REQUEST-COMMIT (T; v), by which the transaction announces that it has completed its work. See Figure  1 for the interface description. An environment automaton is similar to a transaction automaton in that it also requests to create \children" (in this case, the top-level transactions) and receives reports of their fates. In fact, we treat the environment formally as a special \root" transaction T 0 .
A data object automaton receives inputs that are invocations of operations on the data object, and produces outputs that are the responses to those invocations. For uniformity with higher levels in the nested transaction hierarchy, the invocations are considered to be the lowest level CREATE actions, analogous to the creation of a subtransaction, and the responses are considered to be the lowest level REQUEST-COMMIT actions, analogous to the announcement by a subtransaction that it has completed. A data object automaton can also receive other inputs, to provide it with information that it can use to execute concurrency control and recovery protocols. See Figure 2 for a sample interface description. A scheduler automaton receives all the requests from all the other components as inputs, and issues decisions about when CREATE's, COMMIT's, ABORT's and REPORT 's should occur.
Correctness
Now I describe the correctness condition to be satis ed by transaction systems. Informally, the requirement is that the system should look to its environment \as
REQUEST_COMMIT(T) Figure 2 . Interface for Object Automaton if each set of sibling transactions executes strictly serially"; moreover, it should look \as if aborted transactions never performed any activity at all". In order to say this formally, it is nicest just to give a formal de nition of a serial system { a transaction system in which the transactions do in fact execution serially, and in which aborted transactions never do perform any activity.
3.1. Serial Systems. A serial system is a transaction-processing system, as described above, in which the scheduler component is a serial scheduler, which runs siblings serially. The easiest way to describe this serial scheduler automaton is by giving explicit code in a simple guarded command language. In this representation, there is a piece of code for each action; in each case, the precondition is given as a predicate on the pre-state s, while the modi cations are given by assignment statements. In this case, the state consists of the six indicated sets, all initially empty (except that create-req initially contains fT 0 g); completed is an abbreviation for committed aborted. The code appears in Figure 3 .
The interesting actions are CREATE and ABORT. For example, an CREATE action can only occur if a corresponding request has occurred and the CREATE has not previously occurred; moreover, it cannot occur if the transaction was previously aborted. An ABORT action can only occur under the same circumstances. These two actions together imply that no transaction is both created and aborted. Also, the serial scheduler does not create a transaction until each of the transaction's previously created sibling transactions has completed (i.e., committed or aborted).
3.2. Correctness Condition. Now it is easy to formulate the notion of correctness for any transaction-processing system A. Namely, it should be the case that any execution of A, there is an execution of the serial system that looks exactly the same to the system's environment. Here, \looks the same" is interpreted in terms of projection on the states and actions of the environment.
Stronger notions of correctness can also be considered, in terms of preserving the view of other system components besides the environment. For exam- 
Algorithms
A very large amount of work has been carried out in the database and distributed systems design communities, in developing implementations of transactions. The most important algorithms are summarized brie y below. All of these algorithms are described in much greater detail in 15].
4.1. Locking. By far the most commonly-used algorithms are those based on some form of locking. In a locking algorithm, \locks" for data objects are kept with the objects themselves. A transaction that wishes to access the object must rst secure an appropriate lock on the object. Depending on the data type of the object and on the particular protocol being used, there are di erent conventions about which transactions can hold locks simultaneously on the same object. Locking protocols are generally designed to make it appear to the environment as if the transactions ran in the order de ned by the temporal order of their commit events.
A typical protocol for locking in a nested transaction system is described by the code in Figure 4 , representing the automaton associated with data object X. This protocol allows X to be of an arbitrary data type; all that is assumed about the data type is that the correct sequential executions of the object (i.e., those in which invocations and responses strictly alternate) are known and are captured by the set S(X); furthermore, there is a notion of commutativity of operations, which can be used to express the fact that two operations can be interchanged without upsetting correctness. The object is assumed to have two additional inputs, INFORM-COMMIT and INFORM-ABORT, by which it discovers that particular transactions (at any level) have committed or aborted, respectively.
Roughly speaking, the algorithm works as follows. The object X keeps track of a list of operations, intentions(T ), for every (potential) transaction T. This list represents the activity at X that has been performed by descendants of T that are known by object X to have committed \up to the level of" T. (That is, the descendants and all their ancestors up to T have committed.) The sequence total(T ) is then a shorthand for the concatenated sequence of intentions lists starting from the top level and down in a chain to T; thus, this list represents all the activity that should be known by T.
When the object gets informed that a transaction T has committed, it passes T's intentions list up to its parent (concatenating it at the end of what was there previously). When the object hears that a transaction has aborted, it simply discards its intentions. The object is allowed to perform an operation requested by T, provided that, roughly speaking, no non-ancestor U of T holds an \incompatible" lock, i.e., one that fails to commute with the new operation. The use of the term \forward commutativity" rather than simply \commu-tativity" in the code indicates that there are some subtleties in the notion of commutativity. The subtleties have to do with the fact that some invocations can have more than one possible response, or possibly no response, de ned.
These subtleties are sorted out in 15].
The scheduler used in this locking algorithmis very nondeterministic, creating, committing, aborting and reporting the fates of transactions in any order, subject to basic well-formedness constraints. The complete locking system is modelled by the composition of the transaction, environment, object and scheduler automata. Correctness for this system says that its executions look like executions of the serial system to the environment, as well as to all non-orphan transactions. Figure 5 contains a variant of the general locking protocol \optimized" for the case of read-write objects, This protocol is essentially due to Moss 20] . Note that only the objects di er from the corresponding components in the general locking protocol { the transaction, environment and scheduler automata are the same as in the general protocol.
4.2. Pseudotime Algorithms. Pseudotime-based protocols use a di erent strategy for establishing an apparent serial order for transactions. Namely, the scheduler assigns a pseudotime interval, an interval of real time, to each transaction before creating it. These intervals are assigned in a nested way, so that The pseudotime scheduler is modelled as a speci c automaton that generates pseudotime intervals and associates them with transactions, and the system is modelled by the composition of the transaction, environment, object and scheduler automata. Again, correctness for system says that its executions look like executions of the serial system to the environment, as well as to all non-orphan transactions. The apparent serial order is just that of the pseudotimes.
4.3. Hybrid Algorithms. Hybrid algorithms combine ideas of locking and pseudotime-based algorithms to achieve more e cient concurrency control. As do locking algorithms, hybrid algorithms serialize transactions so that they appear to run in the order of their commit events. The di erence is that the objects obtain additional information about the commit events that they do not receive in locking algorithms { not only the fact that the commits has occurred, but \timestamps" indicating the precise order in which the commits happened. This extra knowledge allows the objects to make better inferences about the commit order; this reduced uncertainty in turn allows the object to respond sooner in some cases in a hybrid algorithm than it could in a corresponding locking algorithm. This makes hybrid algorithms somewhat better candidates for e cient extension to the multiprocessor setting.
Code for the object X in a typical hybrid protocol appears in Figure 6 ; note the similarity to the code for the general locking objects. This time, a set intset of operations rather than a sequence intentions is associated with each transaction; again, these represent all the activity of the transaction's descendants that has committed to the level of the transaction. From each intset, we can derive a corresponding intentions list by ordering the set according to the known timestamps. The sequence total is then de ned from the intentions lists as before. Note that the relationship between the two operations in the code for REQUEST-COMMIT is slightly di erent from before. It is now described in terms of a relation C, which is a symmetric serial dependency relation. This is a formal way of describing dependencies among operations, and is closely related to the de nitions of commutativity; again, the exact relationship is discussed in 15].
The hybrid scheduler is a speci c automaton that generates timestamps for transactions, and the system is again modelled as the composition. Correctness again says that the executions look like executions of the serial system to the environment, as well as to all non-orphan transactions.
Because of the extra timestamp information, the constraints used for the actions in the hybrid object are slightly weaker than in the locking object, which sometimes permits faster responses. Transition Relation for Hybrid Object object, the commutativity-based locking protocol does not allow two enqueue operations to proceed concurrently, because it has no way of later resolving the eventual order in which they should be serialized. The hybrid algorithm allows both to proceed, and uses information in obtains later about the commits of the two transactions that invoked the enqueue operations to resolve the order. 4 .4. Optimistic Algorithms. The book 15] also describes some \opti-mistic" concurrency control algorithms, omitted here. In general, in optimistic algorithms, the objects allow operations to proceed rather freely; any inconsistencies are resolved later, before transactions commit. Correctness for optimistic systems is typically weaker than that of non-optimistic systems; it says only that executions look like executions of the serial system to the environment.
Orphan Management Algorithms. In distributed systems, various
factors, including node crashes and network delays, can result in orphan transactions { descendants of aborted transactions { continuing to run even though their results can no longer be used. Since locking, timestamp and hybrid systems all guarantee that the environment, as well as non-orphan transactions, cannot distinguish the system from a serial system, orphans do not cause any problem with the basic notion of correctness. However, orphans can be undesirable because they can waste resources and because they can see inconsistent states of the data (if they see results that depend on the abort of their ancestors); this can cause unanticipated behavior. The purpose of orphan management algorithms is to eliminate activity by orphans as soon as possible, and to prevent them from seeing inconsistent data states.
In 15], several orphan management algorithms are modelled and discussed, including those developed by Liskov et al. 14] and by Herlihy and McKendry 10]. The rst is based on a \piggybacking" strategy that attaches relevant information about aborts to messages, thereby allowing a transaction to detect the abort of any of its ancestors before it can perform any operation that depends on this abort. The second is based on a virtual clock protocol. Again, both are modelled in the automaton framework.
4.6. Replicated Data Management Algorithms. In many cases, multiple copies of data objects are maintained for the purpose of obtaining higher availability; then there is the extra problem of keeping those copies consistent, so it looks to the environment as if there is only one copy of each object. An important strategy for achieving this aim is to use quorum-based methods, as originated by Gi ord 8] and developed by many others. These methods have generally been designed for the special case of read-write objects. They involve designating sets of copies that form read quorums and write quorums, respectively, where any read quorum must intersect any write quorum. A read of an object proceeds by reading a read quorum, while a write requires writing to a write quorum. Quorums may change dynamically.
An interesting aspect of such protocols is that they can sometimes be described as serial systems: the original serial system A in which the leaves are accesses to the objects can be expanded into a new serial system B in which these logical accesses are replaced by subtransactions that perform the reads and writes by accessing the object copies. In reality, we are actually interested in concurrent versions of system B; such versions can be constructed, for example, using locking, timestamp, hybrid, or optimistic implementations of system B. Note that this description separates the issues of replication cleanly from the issues of concurrency control
Correctness Proofs
It is quite easy to model all of the algorithms described above (and many others) as composed systems of automata. Indeed, just having the precise correctness speci cations and the precise algorithm descriptions is already a signi cant aid to understanding (and documenting) these algorithms. But the real payo for all the modelling work is the ability to reason formally about the correctness of these algorithms. Complete proofs of all these algorithms are carried out in 15]; here, I just outline the methods that are used for carrying out the proofs.
The proofs are all carried out by hand, rather than with machine assistance. The algorithms are typically not nite-state machines, which rules out the possibility of using model-checking or other nite-state methods. Some of the proofs use re nement mappings and forward simulations; these should be automatable using current theorem-proving technology. Many of the other proofs, however, are based on specially tailored (ad hoc) arguments, which do not seem to t any style for which mechanical aid will soon be of much help. (Of course, a higherorder theorem prover could always be used to verify the arguments step-by-step.)
Note that the fact that we are working with the semantic model rather than with speci c languages and proof systems gives us the exibility to use the wide variety of proof methods that seems to be needed.
Recall that this work is an extension of the classical theory of database concurrency control 2]. The main result of that theory is the Serializability Theorem, a simple theorem that asserts that a collection of transactions is implemented correctly provided that there is no cycle in the dependency relation that speci es which transactions must follow which others. This dependency relation is based on the execution of con icting operations on common data objects.
Therefore, the rst thing that we did was to prove a generalized version of the Serializability Theorem; we call ours the Atomicity Theorem. Its statement is not as simple as that of the classical theorem, because our setting is so much more general, including the complications of nesting, aborts, and arbitrary data types. However, in some special cases that substantially generalize those covered by the classical theory (including nesting and arbitrary data types, but assuming certain restrictions on the data access), the Atomicity Theorem implies a condition very close to the absence-of-cycles condition in the classical theory.
The statement of the Atomicity Theorem is roughly as follows. Consider a particular execution of the transaction-processing system. Suppose that there exists a relation R that totally orders each set of sibling transactions, in a way that is consistent with the obvious event dependencies, and such that the view compatibility condition is satis ed: the \view" of execution held by each object X, when reordered according to R, is an execution of the serial speci cation S(X). Then looks like a serial execution to the environment.
In order to see that this statement generalizes the classical Serializability Theorem, note that that theorem can be restated to assert the existence of a total ordering of transactions that is consistent with the orders of operations at each object.
The proof of this theorem is based on standard compositionality results for I/O automata. We show that, given the view compatibility condition, the execution projects to give a trace of each component of the serial system. The argument for the objects rests directly on the view compatibility condition, and the arguments for the transactions and environment are straightforward. The argument for the scheduler is, however, a complicated induction.
The correctness proofs for most of the algorithms (including locking, pseudotime, hybrid and optimistic algorithms) rest on the Atomicity Theorem. It would be possible to verify each algorithm by checking the view compatibility condition directly for each object; however, our proofs have more modularity than this, because we would like to preserve the possibility of \mixing and matching" di erent concurrency control algorithms for di erent objects in the same system. Thus, for each general type of algorithm (e.g., locking, pseudotime, hybrid), we de ne a condition at the object boundaries that implies the view compatibility condition, and that can be satis ed by a variety of implementations of the same general type. For locking, pseudotime and hybrid systems, the conditions are called dynamic atomicity, static atomicity and hybrid atomicity, respectively. These conditions are essentially locally-checkable versions of the view compatibility condition, given the speci c information provided to the objects in the given type of system. It is straightforward to show that (in the context of the appropriate scheduler) each of these conditions implies the needed view compatibility condition.
It remains, then, to show that each of the speci c objects, e.g., the locking and hybrid objects presented above, satis es the appropriate boundary condition. In each case, this argument is a fairly di cult, ad hoc induction on the number of operations performed, using the various notions of commutativity of operations. We do not see how to systematize or simplify these arguments. One strategy we have followed is to use them to verify only the most general, nondeterministic versions (not necessarily the most e cient versions) of the objects. The idea is that we should only carry out these arguments once for each general kind of object (locking, etc.) and then base the proofs for special case and optimized versions of the objects on the correctness results for the nondeterministic objects.
Once we have veri ed the nondeterministic versions of the objects, we have an easy time verifying the correctness of the many variants (e.g., special cases and optimized versions). For example, the read-write locking object above can be proved to be an implementation of the general commutativity-based locking object, in the special case where the object is a read-write object. This proof is done using a fairly standard forward simulation or possibilities mapping argument. Such an argument involves setting up a correspondence between the states of the high-level algorithm and those of the implementation, and proving, using induction, that the correspondence is preserved by steps of the algorithm.
(See, e.g., 18].) This is the sort of argument that is su ciently stylized to admit computer assistance, though we have not done this work of mechanization.
Other proof methods are used for some of the other algorithms. For example, the orphan management algorithms are veri ed using partial ordering methods. Given an execution of a basic system without orphan management, a dependency partial ordering is de ned for the events, saying which ones might depend on the prior occurrence of which others. The orphan management algorithm then prunes out certain actions that would depend, in the sense of this dependency ordering, on the abort of an ancestor. This pruning can be done explicitly, using piggybacking, or implicitly, using, e.g., logical clocks. Assuming that such bad dependencies are eliminated, the remaining execution looks to each transaction, orphan or not, as if it were a non-orphan in the basic system without orphan management. Hence, it cannot see inconsistent states of the data.
The proofs for the replicated data algorithms are quite interesting. As described above, the presentation of the algorithms has a neat decomposition, separating the issues of replica management and concurrency control. The replica management is expressed by subtransactions in a serial system B, replacing logical accesses in another serial system A. The fact that these two serial systems correspond in the right way is proved using fairly standard assertional reasoning, including forward simulation arguments. Once we have correctness of the serial system B, correctness of concurrent versions of B follows by the correctness, already proved, of the locking, pseudotime, hybrid, or optimistic algorithm used to manage the concurrency. Thus, the keys to the proof here are the nice problem decomposition, and the use of correctness results already proved for other concurrency control algorithms.
Conclusions
In this paper, I have outlined how we have formalized the notion of atomic transaction, including considerations of nesting, aborts, and general data types. We have de ned the correctness conditions that transactions have to satisfy, have presented a wide variety of important concurrency control protocols, and have carried out complete correctness proofs. There are several other protocols that have been proved correct using this framework but that do not appear in the book 15]. These deal, in particular, with multigranularity locking 9, 13] and with recovery protocols 3].
My hope is that much of this work will carry over to the setting of multiprocessors. Transactions seem to be useful programming constructs for expressing the data-manipulation requirements of some typical large data-processing parallel applications such as the human genome project. Newer multiprocessor architectures look a great deal like distributed systems, with all the anomalies of timing and failures. Thus, it seems as though transactions should be useful in this setting.
Of course, there is much work to be done in determining how transactions are to be implemented in multiprocessors. Each individual transaction and subtransaction can run on a single processor. There will be processor allocation issues, since there will be a great deal of freedom in deciding when (and where) the various transactions in the nested transaction tree get created. The function of the scheduler module will probably be decomposed into pieces that are associated with di erent transactions (as it typically is in distributed systems).
The separate transaction managers can run on separate processors; these should be located near the processors on which the associated transactions are running. The concurrency control for each object might normally run on a single processor; however, when the object is itself a complicated data structure, clever specialcase object implementations will probably be designed, running on a collection of processors. These implementations might be proved correct by showing that they satisfy the dynamic atomicity condition, or any of the other object boundary conditions.
Many new implementation considerations may arise for transactions in the multiprocessor setting. In this case, I hope that we have at least provided a formal framework that will make it easy for implementors to reason carefully about their implementation ideas, and even to prove formally that their algorithms are correct.
As I have already emphasized, our strategy of working in terms of a semantic model instead of a speci c language gave us the maximum exibility in carrying out our correctness proofs. This strategy should also give the results maximum applicability in new settings, involving new programming languages and architectures.
This work has been a very large case study in coordinated veri cation of concurrent algorithms { one of the largest that has so far been done. Such a coordinated study is valuable both for what it contributes to its application area, and for what it teaches about the formal modelling and proof techniques. I have tried in this paper to indicate many of the insights that have been gained both about transaction processing and about formal modelling and veri cation.
I believe that many other similar coordinated veri cation studies should be carried out. There are several subareas of the general area of parallel computation that have collections of related algorithms that could be studied in this way. For example, there is a general issue of obtaining strong coherence from memories with weak correctness conditions, using assumptions about access patterns by the software. Some initial work in verifying such protocols has been done by Gibbons et al 7] , but there are many other cases that could be studied. For another example, there is a collection of work on implementation of strongly coherent shared memory using distributed networks, where the network is equipped with various communication capabilities such as atomic broadcast, atomic multicast, process groups, group communication and the like. A typical representative of this work is that of Kaashoek 11]; some preliminary work on verifying Kaashoek's protocols appears in 5]. For each of these subareas of parallel computation, it should be possible to establish a suitable infrastructure of de nitions and basic theorems, building upon an underlying automaton model, and then to use the theory to verify many algorithms in a coordinated fashion. Doing this should provide great insights into the application areas.
Note that liveness has not been considered in this work; this is primarily because it is not clear that any interesting liveness claims can be made for distributed databases concurrency control algorithms. However, for other case studies, there may be interesting liveness claims to be proved. In such cases, note that it would be necessary to use a model that is more general than the simple automaton model used above (and in 15] ). In some cases, the full I/O automaton model 17] provides su cient machinery to express the needed liveness conditions. However, in some cases this will not be enough, so that a more general model such as that in 6] or the model underlying TLA 12] will be needed.
Note nally that considerations of real time have also been neglected in this work. There is a new body of work on real-time databases that has begun in the real-time systems research community. This work includes implementations of transactions that use real time in the concurrency control algorithms. It also includes extra considerations such as time deadlines for the completion of transactions. Modelling and verifying such algorithms will require a generalized semantic model that gives explicit representation to real time. Recent research has produced several candidate models, including 19, 1, 12] . These remain to be tested on such case studies.
